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To cult, athlon, it in?tity concern: 
Be it known that I, JoHN ROBINETTE COL 

LINS, inventor, of the city of Toronto, in the 
county of York, in the Province of Ontario, 
Canada, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Corncob - Holders, of 
which the following is a specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

corncob-holders; and the object of the inven 
tion is to design a simple and cheaply-con 
structed and efficient holder for hot corncobs 
by which such corn may be handled without 
any inconvenience; and it consists, essen 
tially, of two tubular bent arms telescopically 
arranged one within the other and connected 
together by a spiral spring, the free end of 
the bent tubular arms being opposite to each 
other and having secured to them in a pecul 
iar manner prong-knobs capable of being ro 
tated, the holder being otherwise constructed 
in detail as hereinafter more particularly ex 
plained. 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of my corncob 

holder, partially in section. Fig. 2 is an end 
view from the outside of the prong-knob. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross-section through 
the telescopic tubular arms through the line 
a: ), Fig. 1. 

In the drawings like letters of reference in 
dicate corresponding parts in each figure. 
A and B are the outer and inner tubular 

arms, respectively. The major portions of 
the arms A and B are straight, the arm B fit 
ting within the arm. A throughout such major 
portions. 
A and B are semicircular bent ends of the 

arms A and B, respectively. The free ends 
of the arms A and B-viz., A and B-are also 
straight. 

C is an in Wardly-extending bead formed in 
the tubular arm A, and b is an inwardly-ex 
tending bead formed in the tubular arm B. 

C is a perforated ball located in the tubu 
lar arm. A next the bent portion A", and b' is 
a perforated ball located in the arm next the 
bent portion B'. 
C is a spiral spring which extends through 

the inner tubular arm and has its end se 
cured in the perforated portions a' and b'. 
The straight portion of the tubular arm B is 
Stopped by the bead Cl. w 

b' is a groove stamped or formed out in the 

straight portion of the tubular arm B. This 
groove extends at the inner end to a short 
distance from the end. 

Ci is a dented stop stamped or formed out 
of the tubular arm B. 
D and D' are the prong-knobs, which are 

journaled on the straight ends A and B°. 
a' and b are outwardly-extending beads 

formed in the tubular arms A and B between 
the bent portions A" and straight portions A 
and bent portion B' and straight portion B', 
respectively. 

Ct and b are the flared outer ends of the 
tubular arms A and B, respectively. These 
ends are so formed as to hold the knobs D 
and D' from longitudinal movement and yet 
permit of their being freely rotated. The 
knobs are provided with prongs d and d", 
provided with heads, the said prongs being 
embedded in the knob, which is cast or molded 
around the heads of the prongs, so as to se 
curely hold the same in position. 

d° and d are guard-flanges extending out 
beyond the width of the knob at a level with 
the base of the exposed portion of the prong. 
These flanges are to prevent the ends of the 
cob from going over the ends of the knob and 
coming in contact with the fingers. The 
knobs D and D' may be provided with the 
usual burred or knurled rim for turning them, 
as indicated. 

It will be seen from the form of holder de 
scribed that the knobs will be always held on 
a line and the tubular arms will yet be per 
lmitted of longitudinal movement to grasp the 
different sizes of cobs. The knobs are also 
provided with a long and stable bearing, 
which permits of free rotation, 

I am aware that it is not new to make a 
corncob-holder with a tubular central por 
tion and to have knobs with prongs for grasp 
ing the corncob; but I do not know of any 
holder which is constructed in the form shown, 
SO as to produce a light and cheaply-manu 
factured article of unique and handsome ap 
pearance. 
What I claim as my invention is 
1. In a corncob-holder, in combination the 

tubular arms having the major straight por 
tions fitting into one another telescopically 
and connected together, the semicircularbent 
ends for such arms, and minor parallel Outer 
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portions, the prong-knobs, openings through 
out their length through which the minor 
Straight portions extend, and means for se 
curing the knobs from longitudinal movement 
On the minor portions as and for the purpose 
specified. 

2. In combination, the tubular arms having 
the major straight portions fitting telescop 
ically within one another, the semicircular 
bent ends, the minor straight parallel outer 
portions, the prong-knobs, longitudinal open 
ings throughout the length of the knobs 
through which the minor portions extend and 
prongs embedded in the heads of the knobs. 
and designed to rotate with the knobs con 
centrically to the minor portions as and for 
the purpose specified. - 

3. In combination, the tubular arms having 
the major straight portions fitting telescop 
ically within one another, the semicircular 
bent ends, the minor straight parallel outer 
portions, the prong - knobs, the openings 
throughout their length through which the 
minor straight portions extend, the prongs, 
the heads of which are embedded in the knobs 
in a line with their periphery and the guard 
flanges at the outer end of the knobs and ex 
tending beyond the periphery thereof as and 
for the purpose specified. 

4. In combination the tubular arms, A, and, 
B, having the major straight portions fitting 
telescopically within one another, the semi 
circular bent ends, A', and, B', respectively, 
the minor straight parallel portions, A, and, 
B°, the prong-knobs, D, and, D', through the 
center of which the straight portions, A, and, 

B, extend, the outwardly-extending beads, 
a, and, b, formed in the tubular arms at the 
inner ends of the knobs and the flaring outer 
ends, a, and, b, as and for the purpose speci 
fied. 

5. In combination the tubular arms, A, and, 
B, having the major straight portions fitting 
telescopically within one another, the semi 
circular bent ends, A', and, B', respectively 
and the knob secured on the minor straight 
outer portions, the inwardly-extending beads, 
C, and, b, made in the tubular arms, A, and, 
B, the perforated balls located within the tu 
bular arms and the spiral spring, the ends of 
which are hooked through the perforated balls 
as and for the purpose specified. 

6. In combination the tubular arms, A, and, 
B, having the major straight portions fitting 
telescopically within one another, the semi 
circular bent ends, A', and, B', respectively 
and the knob secured on the minor straight 
outer portions, theinwardly-extending beads, 
Ct, and, b, made in the tubular arms, A, and, 
B, the perforated balls located within the tu 
bular arms and the Spiral spring, the ends 
of which are hooked through the perforated 
balls, the dented stop, a, at the outer end of 
the major straight portion of the arm, A, 
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fitting within the dented groove, b, formed 65 
underneath the major straight portion of the 
arm, A, as and for the purpose specified. 

JOHN ROBINETTE COLLINS. 

W itnesses 
B. BOYD, 
E. R. CASE. 


